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How Long Can Israel Defy the World?

By Prof. Yakov M. Rabkin, January 04, 2024

As Israel  takes out  hospitals  and civilian infrastructure,  infectious diseases and famine
threaten to kill  many more people. Several Israeli  soldiers have been reported infected
during the ground operations, one has died. 

Military Confrontation in the Red Sea and the Broader Middle East War? The Drumbeat for
Western Military Action Against Yemen

By Daniel Larison, January 04, 2024

The real danger in the Red Sea is not a solitary Iranian ship. It is not even the Houthis’ drone
and missile attacks. The true danger is the drumbeat for Western military action against
Yemen. The Sunday Times reported that the U.K. was preparing to launch strikes in concert
with the U.S. and possibly one other European government.

Data Reveal New York Vaccine Clinics Called Ambulances to be “On Standby”

By Dr. Pierre Kory, January 04, 2024

Recent FOIA-obtained data from the Department of Emergency Services in Westchester, NY
reveal a shocking number of vaccine emergency calls as well as requests for ambulances to
be “on standby.”

Israel’s Genocide Betrays the Holocaust. Chris Hedges

By Chris Hedges, January 04, 2024
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Israel’s  Lebensraum master  plan  for  Gaza,  borrowed  from the  Nazi’s  depopulation  of
Jewish ghettos, is clear. Destroy infrastructure, medical facilities and sanitation, including
access to clean water.

White House Denies Genocide in Gaza as Massacres and Targeted Assassinations Continue

By Abayomi Azikiwe, January 04, 2024

The African National Congress (ANC), the oldest liberation movement turned political party
on the continent,  is  a  longtime ally  of  the  Palestinian  people.  Both  the ANC and the
resistance movements representing the Palestinians, viewed the plight of South Africans as
quite similar to the indigenous people now dominated by the State of Israel.

Over 200 Service Members Demand Biden’s Military Leadership be Court-martialed and
Fired for Forced ‘Experimentation’ on Troops with COVID-19 Vaccine Mandate

By Kelly Laco, January 04, 2024

Over  200  active  duty  and  retired  service  members  are  vowing  to  hold  the  Biden
administration accountable for ‘trampling’ on their rights by enforcing the COVID-19 vaccine
mandate. The mandate enacted in August 2021 led to the forced firing of over 8,000 service
members who refused the shot on religious or medical grounds. 

Apocalypse Now: The Government’s Use of Controlled Chaos to Maintain Power

By John W. Whitehead and Nisha Whitehead, January 04, 2024

Will 2024 be the year the Deep State’s exercise in controlled chaos finally gives way to an
apocalyptic dismantling of our constitutional republic, or what’s left of it? All the signs seem
to point in this direction.

Caribbean Black Nationalism: The Problems of Black Self-Rule in the 20th Century Caribbean

By Tina Renier, January 04, 2024

The ideologies and struggles of de-colonization were geared at dismantling white supremacy
and  political  and  economic  domination  of  the  domestic  affairs  of  Caribbean  states  by
metropolitan  powers  in  an  effort  to  create  modern  nations  with  the  status  of  being  self-
autonomous.
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Painting and Revolution: Manet and Degas at the Metropolitan Museum of New York

By Prof. Sam Ben-Meir, January 04, 2024

Manet was the father of modern art according to Clement Greenberg – the Immanuel Kant of
painting – because he probes the conditions of painting itself. In fact, this is true of both
painters  here.  Both  are  steeped  in  the  history  of  Western  painting,  both  have  made
thorough studies of Rubens (“Rubens is God,” Manet would exclaim).

Sunak, Cleverly and Shapps Could be in the Old Bailey Dock for Genocide. Craig Murray

By Craig Murray, January 04, 2024

Expect the UK to intervene on Israel’s side in the South African case against Israel for
Genocide at the International Court of Justice. If Israel loses, British ministers, civil servants
and military personnal could end up in the dock for genocide – not only in the Hague, but in
the UK.
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